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Regina’s Recent Past 1930-1976: Historical Context and Statements of Significance

Regina Central Library

2311 12th Avenue

Regina, Saskatchewan

1962

Description

The Regina Central Library 

is the two-story flat-roofed 

building with a large covered 

entry porch on the southwest 

corner of 12th Avenue and 

Lorne Street adjacent to Victoria Park in the downtown area of Regina, Saskatchewan.

Values

The Central Library is important for its aesthetic, social, cultural, and historical values, 

in particular for its bold non-traditional form and rich material palette, and as a public 

institution expressing openness onto Victoria Park.

With its dynamic sculptural entry, and abundance of exterior finishes and textures, the 

Central Library is important for projecting an image of a modern institution reborn 

in 1962 on the site of the 1911 Carnegie Library.  The building exhibits the expression 

of the interior functions through the manipulation of exterior forms and sense of 

transparency, both hallmarks of the Modernist aesthetic.  The protruding window-less 

Dunlop Gallery volume contrasts with the recessed and glassy entry, and the building’s 

diverse exterior materials and details, such as the aluminum screens and polished granite 

facing, all make the Central Library an excellent example of Modernist design.

The building is socially and culturally important for enduring on the very prominent 

site adjacent to the Victoria Park, having replaced the original Carnegie Library in the 

same location.  It is also important for communicating its multifaceted community 

role (library, resource centre, meeting venue, art gallery) in the egalitarian Modernist 

idiom at the centre of the City.  The Library is an excellent example of Regina’s desire 

to reflect contemporary design thinking, exhibiting the building and urban planning 

fashions of the day, and reflects the particularly active period of rebuilding Regina in the 

Modernist mould in the early 1960s, as the Library, the Bank of Canada Building and 

the Saskatchewan Power Corporation Building - all surrounding Victoria Park - were 

completed within several years of one another.

The building is historically valued for its association with its architects Izumi, Arnott & 

Sugiyama, an important local firm whose work is found throughout the Province.  The 

building is also important for its association with the building contractors Smith Brothers 

& Wilson Ltd., one of the very earliest contractors of consequence in the West, building 

many of the early government and institutional buildings from Saskatchewan to British 

Columbia.

Character-defining Elements

Site
Location on historic site of Carnegie Library• 
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Location on historic Victoria Park• 
Contemporary garden at the lower level containing columns and other remnants of • 

the original Carnegie Library

Building
Low flat-roof form• 
Double height entry porch over a basement level courtyard• 
Contrasting windowless form enclosing the Dunlop Gallery on north side of • 
building
Abundance of exterior materials: stone claddings of varying colour, aluminum curtain • 

wall glazing, remnants of the old Carnegie Library, aluminum screens, concrete
Horizontal band of windows facing east• 
Extensive aluminum screening outside the Reading Room• 
Medallion adjacent to entry steps worked from Tyndall Stone from the demolished • 
Carnegie Library
Exterior ‘baseboard’ of diorite• 
Polished granite of varying colours covering various parts of the building• 
Escalator connection between main and second floors• 
Double height central space in the stacks/reading room wing• 

Front Entry details• 

double height main entry porch floating over sunken garden• 

grouping of slender rectilinear polished granite columns• 

concrete ramped access in combination with staircase, steel handrails• 

expansive glass wall and doors into main floor lobby• 

contrasting solid form of adjacent walls with glassy entry• 


